Name:_________________

Date:_________________

4th grade - Data & Stats - List 1of 2
WhichWord? Sentences
Circle the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
1) The ______ of snow in July is small.

6) The ______ in the sequence 3,5,6,11,42 is 6.

A. line graph
B. probability
C. y-axis
D. mean

2) The measures of central ______ are the mean,
median, and m

A. array
B. median
C. data collection
D. mode

7) ______ involves gathering information.
A. predict
B. tree diagram
C. chance
D. data collection

A. tendency
B. circle graph
C. data collection
D. predict

8) A ______ shows all possible outcomes.
3) The numbers were in an ______ from smallest to
largest.
A. predict
B. y-axis
C. array
D. x-axis

A. chance
B. line graph
C. tree diagram
D. predict

9) Average all the numbers to find the ______.

4) The written ______ contained many questions.
A. pie chart
B. function table
C. circle graph
D. survey

A. tendency
B. predict
C. chance
D. mean

10) A ______ is also known as a circle graph.

5) A ______ is also called a pie chart.

A. median
B. chance
C. pie chart
D. mean

A. array
B. circle graph
C. x-axis
D. tree diagram
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11) She used the two points to make a ______.

16) The vertical line on a graph is the ______.

A. array
B. y-axis
C. function table
D. line graph

12) The lucky boy has a good ______ of winning.

A. circle graph
B. y-axis
C. x-axis
D. array

17) In the list 2,5,5,9,14, the ______ is 5 as it appears
most.

A. chance
B. pie chart
C. circle graph
D. predict

A. line graph
B. circle graph
C. predict
D. mode

13) The horizontal line on a graph is the ______.
A. pie chart
B. x-axis
C. function table
D. tree diagram

14) The information helped us to ______ the storm.
A. function table
B. tendency
C. mean
D. predict

15) The ______ included many coordinate pairs.
A. chance
B. function table
C. x-axis
D. probability
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